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Laser with thresholdless intensity fluctuations

N. J. van Druten, Y. Lien, C. Serrat, S. S. R. Oemrawsingh, M. P. van Exter, and J. P. Woerdman
Huygens Laboratory, Universiteit Leiden, P.O. Box 9504, Leiden, The Netherlands

~Received 27 September 1999; revised manuscript received 29 March 2000; published 17 October 2000!

We have studied the quantum-noise properties of a small slow-inversion laser experimentally and theoreti-
cally. As a function of pump rate, the average output intensity shows a sharp threshold, but the intensity
fluctuations do not. Under quite generic conditions the intensity fluctuations of a sufficiently small slow-
inversion laser show highly super-Poissonian statistics~even two times above threshold!, due to the very weak
damping of the spontaneous-emission-driven relaxation oscillation.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Lc, 05.70.Fh, 42.55.Sa
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the key features of any laser is its threshold. M
standard treatments of laser threshold~see, e.g., Refs.@1–3#!
use a so-called class-A@4# description, i.e., the gain medium
is assumed to be sufficiently fast that it may be adiabatic
eliminated. It can then be shown that laser threshold cha
teristics are determined by a single parameterb, the fraction
of the spontaneous emission going into the lasing mode@5#.
For conventional (b!1) lasers, including the great majorit
of current microlasers, threshold manifests itself in tw
ways: when the pump power is increased,~i! the average
output into the lasing mode increases suddenly and~ii ! the
relative intensity fluctuations drop dramatically, from th
thermal level below threshold to near the shot-noise le
above threshold. The relative width of the threshold reg
defined according to~i! or ~ii ! is on the order ofb1/2. When
the size of a laser is reduced, fewer modes of the electrom
netic field will be available for spontaneous emission, andb
will increase. There is considerable current interest in s
microlasers, both from a fundamental and from a pract
point of view @6#. When approaching theb51 limit, the
threshold concept becomes illdefined with respect to both~i!
and ~ii !. Hence lasers with largeb are often referred to a
‘‘thresholdless’’ lasers@5#.

We report here experiments which demonstrate that, c
trary to the above standard treatment, under quite gen
conditions the laser fluctuation threshold can disappear e
for b!1, although theaverageoutput intensity still exhibits
a well-defined threshold. In our single-mode laser, the fl
tuations remain at the thermal level even two times ab
threshold. We show theoretically that this behavior occ
when the inversion dynamics are too slow to efficien
damp the effects of the quantum-noise source, and dem
strate how this can be quantitatively understood via a clas
@4# description of the quantum-noise-driven laser dynam
We thus find that this surprising behavior is an inher
property of any slow-inversion laser that is sufficiently sm
~i.e., has a sufficiently largeb), see condition~13! below.

The outline of this paper is as follows. We start in Sec
by describing the experimental setup. This will also serve
set the stage, introducing typical magnitudes for the la
parameters that we will be interested in. Next, we desc
the theory in Sec. III, in particular focusing on the parame
values introduced in Sec. II. We start with the case of
ideal four-level laser in Sec. III A. This allows us to discu
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many of the relevant aspects within the simplest poss
framework. To quantitatively describe our experimental d
a more detailed model is needed; specifically the lower-le
dynamics needs to be taken into account. The exten
theory is described in Sec. III B. In Sec. IV we then prese
the experimental data and compare them to the results o
theory. We close in Sec. V with a discussion of our resu
and some conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The laser configuration used in our experiments is in
cated in Fig. 1. It consists of a coated, 0.2-mm-th
Nd:YVO4 laser crystal~a ‘‘microchip’’ @7#!, combined with
a concave output coupler with a 25-mm radius of curvatu
The a-cut Nd:YVO4 crystal has a specified doping of 1%
atomic Nd, and a refractive indexne52.17 at 1064 nm@8#.
The output coupler, with a measured reflectivityRm580% at
1064 nm, is placed as close as possible ('0.1 mm) to the
laser crystal. The microchip laser is optically pumped us
the intensity-stabilized output of a titanium-sapphire la
operating at 808 nm. The root-mean-square intensity fluc
tions of the pump light are less than 0.1%.

Nd:YVO4 has a homogeneously broadened laser tra
tion at 1064 nm. The fluorescence at 1064 nm of our la
crystal was measured to have a near-Lorentzian spec
with a full width at half-maximum ~FWHM! of g' /p
50.22(2) THz, while the decay rate of the upper laser le
was determined asg i51.3(1)3104 s21. The lower-level
decay rategb is very much larger, 1.63109 s21 @9#, hence

FIG. 1. Laser configuration used in the experiments~not to
scale!. The laser cavity is formed by the concave surface of
output coupler and the pump-side surface of the Nd:YVO4 laser
crystal. The dielectric coatings are indicated, HR for highly refle
tive, AR for antireflection coating.
©2000 The American Physical Society08-1
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the 1064-nm transition in Nd:YVO4 is generally considered
to be an ideal four-level laser transition. The length of t
microchip laser cavity could be piezoelectrically tuned.
detuning the cavity away from gain maximum, the microch
laser could be made to lase in two longitudinal modes. T
typical longitudinal mode spacing found in this way, using
tunable planar Fabry-Perot interferometer, wasc/2l opt

50.27(3) THz, so that we deduce an optical cavity len
l opt50.56(5) mm, consistent with the lengths given abo
From the cavity parameters we estimate the cavity loss
to be Gc52(c/2l opt)ln Rm5631010 s21, and, using the re-
sults in Ref.@10#, b5231025. For the experimental dat
presented here, the microchip cavity was tuned so that
cavity resonance coincided with gain maximum, and
verified that the microchip laser operated in a single tra
verse and longitudinal mode using the Fabry-Perot inter
ometer. The laser output at 1064 nm was sent through
optical isolator and detected on a calibrated InGaAs pho
detector~effective bandwidth 20 MHz!.

III. THEORY

In this section we give the theory needed to describe
intensity noise of a slow-inversion laser. We will concentra
on the photon number fluctuations normalized in the t
ways that are commonly used@1–3,5#, namely, the normal-
ized variance, known as the Fano factorF5^dn2&/^n&, and
the reduced factorial moment Q25(F21)/^n&
'^dn2&/^n&2. The Fano factor normalizes the intensity flu
tuations to the shot-noise level,F51 for a Poissonian distri-
bution. In usual lasers,F is of order unity both above an
below threshold, and shows a sharp peak at thresholdM
51, with a width of'b1/2 in M, and a height of'(4b)21/2

@see Fig. 4~b!#, whereM is the normalized pump paramete
The reduced factorial momentQ2 normalizes the intensity
fluctuations to those in a single mode of a thermal fie
Q251 for the Planck distribution in a single optical mod
while Q250 for a Poissonian distribution. In usual lase
the reduced factorial momentQ2 drops steeply from one to
zero in the same threshold range (Q251/2 is reached atM
51) with a width 'b1/2 @see Fig. 4~a!#. Note that Q2
5g2(0)21, with g2 the normalized second-order coheren
function @2#.

We start in Sec. III A with the simplest case, and use it
derive simple expressions for the intensity noise proper
for a laser around threshold. The standard results for
intensity noise around laser threshold are recovered only
a limited range of laser parameters, and two new regimes
identified. Although the key elements of this analysis can
traced back to the early work of McCumber@11# and Lax
@12#, the consequences for the noise threshold seem to
been overlooked so far. Recently, a similar analysis was
dependently developed by Hofmann and Hess@13,14# who
focused on the relevance for semiconductor lasers. Nex
Sec. III B, the theory is extended to include the lower-le
dynamics, which will turn out to be important for a quan
tative understanding of the experimental data.
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A. Ideal four-level laser

We limit ourselves here to a single-mode laser with
homogeneously broadened gain medium operated at
maximum in the good-cavity regime (g'@Gc), and not too
far above threshold where spontaneous emission is the m
source of quantum noise. The level structure and relev
rates are schematically indicated in Fig. 2. In this section,
consider the case of an ‘‘ideal four-level’’ laser, i.e., th
decay rategb of the lower laser level is assumed to be su
ficiently large that the lower-level population can be co
pletely neglected.

For such a laser, the following rate equations for the i
racavity photon numbern and the inversionN ~number of
upper-level atoms! can be derived from the laser Maxwel
Bloch equations@15#

ṅ52Gcn1bg iNn1Rsp1 f n , ~1a!

Ṅ5S2g iN2bg iNn, ~1b!

where S is the pump rate,Rsp5Nbg i is the spontaneous
emission rate into the lasing mode, andGc , b, andg i have
been defined above. The Langevin noise sourcef n represents
the quantum noise associated with spontaneous emis
and satisfieŝ f n(t) f n(t8)&52Rspnd(t2t8). The inversion
noise sourcef N has been neglected in Eq.~1b!; this is dis-
cussed in some more detail in the Appendix.

The steady state (n0 ,N0) is readily calculated by neglect
ing f n and setting the time-derivatives in Eqs.~1! equal to
zero. This yields

N05
Gc

bg i

n0

n011
, ~2a!

M

11bn0
5

n0

n011
, ~2b!

with M5Sb/Gc the normalized pump rate. From Eq.~2b!
one directly finds the well-known result@1–3,5#

n05
1

b FM21

2
1AS M21

2 D 2

1bM G . ~2c!

FIG. 2. Schematic overview of the relevant coupling and de
rates of the laser considered here, see Eqs.~1! and~20!. The upper
laser level, a, is pumped at a rateS, and decays by spontaneou
emission at a ratega5g i to the lower laser levelb which decays at
gb . A fraction b of the spontaneous emission couples to the mo
in the optical cavity that is lasing for sufficiently strong pumpS.
The number of photons in that mode is denoted byn, and the
‘‘cold’’ cavity decay rate is denoted byGc . For the ideal four-level
case, Eqs.~1!, the lower-level decay rategb is assumed to be suf
ficiently large that the lower level population can be neglected.
8-2
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As long asb!1, n0 shows a sharp increase atM51, defin-
ing the common threshold in the average output intens
Equation~2c! also shows that the laser threshold inn0 has a
sharpness of orderb1/2 in the pump parameterM.

Turning now to the fluctuations, we writen5n01dn and
N5N01dN, and linearize Eqs.~1! around steady state. Thi
yields

ḋn52gndn1bg i~n011!dN1 f n , ~3a!

ḋN52g iN0bdn2gNdN. ~3b!

The fluctuations in photon number and inversion are b
intrinsically damped, so that the steady state found abov
indeed a stable solution, as is well-known for a class-B la
@4#. The damping rates are the ‘‘photonic damping’’gn
5Rsp/n05Gc /(n011) and the ‘‘atomic damping’’ gN
5g i(11bn0), respectively. The atomic damping rate rep
sents the net stabilizing effect of the inversion on the la
dynamics. The photonic damping is the net damping rate
the ‘‘loaded’’ cavity. It is directly related to the presence
Eq. ~1a! of the nonzero average spontaneous-emission
Rsp, and hence to the strength of the quantum noisef n .
Above threshold it is usually negligible, i.e., the loss rate
the empty cavityGc is nearly compensated for by the ga
term in Eq.~1a!. However, in our case the photonic dampi
is nevertheless important, since it may dominate over
~even smaller! atomic damping. The strength ofgn compared
to gN will turn out to be of key importance for the thresho
behavior of the intensity fluctuations.

Fourier transforming Eqs.~3!, and inverting the resulting
matrix ~see also the Appendix!, leads to

^dn2~v!&5
2~v21gN

2 !Rspn0

~v ro
2 1gngN2v2!214v2g ro

2
~4!

for the double-sided spectral density^dn2(v)& of the inten-
sity fluctuations. Here, we have introduced the relaxat
oscillation frequency v ro and the relaxation-oscillation
damping rateg ro . The relaxation oscillation frequencyv ro is
given by the product of the coupling terms in Eqs.~3!, i.e.,

v ro
2 5b2g i

2N0~n011!5g iGcbn0 , ~5!

where Eq.~2a! has been used for the second equality. T
damping rateg ro of the relaxation oscillations is the averag
of the atomic dampinggN and the photonic damping
gn ,g ro5(gN1gn)/2. In this linearized model, in the regim
v ro@g ro ~as is typically the case for a class-B laser abo
threshold! the noise power spectrum of the photon numb
fluctuations peaks atv ro , with a width ~FWHM! of Dv ro
52g ro . Integrating Eq.~4! over frequency~see the formulas
in the Appendix of Ref.@16#!, leads to

^dn2&

n0
2

5S gn

gn1gN
D S 11

gN
2

v ro
2 1gngN

D , ~6!

which may be rewritten as
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^dn2&

n0
2

512S v ro
2

v ro
2 1gngN

D S gN

gN1gn
D . ~7!

This is the central result of this section.
Our interest here is in a laser withb!1 operated near

threshold or above threshold (M*1) so thatn0*b21/2@1,
see Eq.~2c!. Thus, we can neglect the subtleties associa
with the difference betweenn011 and n0, and may write
Q25(F21)/n0'^dn2&/n0

2, i.e., Eq.~7! directly gives both
Q2 andF. The appeal of Eq.~7! is that it shows directly that
the noise level only drops much below the thermal level
Q251 whentwo conditions are met, namely,v ro

2 .gngN and
gN.gn . Thus, the fluctuation threshold can be discussed
terms of two dimensionless ratios, namely,

v ro
2

gngN
'

bn0
2

11bn0
~8!

and

gN

gn
'

g i~11bn0!n0

Gc
5

~11bn0!n0

L
, ~9!

where we have again neglected the difference betweenn0
11 andn0. Because of the importance of the ratio of atom
and photonic dampinggN /gn we have introduced the shor
hand notation

L5Gc /g i ~10!

here.L is a measure of the ‘‘slowness’’ of the inversion.
The first of the above two conditions forQ2 to drop below

the thermal level,v ro
2 .gngN , leads ton0.b21/2 @see Eq.

~8!, we assumeb!1# and thus coincides with the thresho
defined via the steady-state photon number, sincen0
5b21/2 at M51. This is the conventional intensity-nois
threshold derived in textbooks@1–3#, using a class-A treat-
ment. There, the inversion dynamics is adiabatically elim
nated, and thus it is assumed that the atomic dampin
much larger than the photonic dampinggN@gn aroundM
51. In other words, the inherent assumption in the stand
treatment is that the photonic dampinggn5Gc /(n011) is
sufficientlysuppressed~via the increased photon numbern0)
around threshold that it is negligible compared to the atom
dampinggN'g i . However, Eq.~9! shows that this assump
tion need not be valid. In fact, in our experimentL'4
3106 and b'1025, so thatgN!gn around threshold, and
the photonic dampingdominatesover the atomic damping
even considerably above threshold.

More generally, three different regimes for the thresho
behavior of the intensity fluctuations can now be dist
guished, using the ratios in Eqs.~8! and ~9!. These regimes
have also been identified by Hofmann and Hess@14#, and we
adopt their nomenclature here.

~1! The macroscopic regime:

b,L22, ~11!

where the laser shows the conventional noise threshold.
8-3
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~2! The mesoscopic regime:

L22,b,L21, ~12!

where the noise threshold is significantly modified from t
conventional case, but still remaining relatively sharp.

~3! The microscopic regime:

b.L21, ~13!

where the intensity fluctuations effectively become thre
oldless.

The three regimes defined above are indicated in
‘‘phase diagram’’ of Fig. 3, and examples of the typical b
havior of bothQ2 andF in these regimes are shown in Fi
4. We end this section by discussing these three regime
some more detail.

In the macroscopic regime, the atomic damping dom
nates over the photonic damping around the steady-s
threshold. This can directly seen as follows: forM51 one
hasn05b21/2, and in the macroscopic regime this implie
using Eq.~11!, n0.L, leading togN.gn , using Eq.~9!.
Thus, as the photon number is increased the conditiongN

.gn is reached beforev ro
2 .gngN . This is the basic assump

tion in the conventional, class-A treatment of laser thresh
and the results of this conventional treatment are recove
In fact, since for a class-A laserGc,g i (L,1) and by defi-
nition b<1, all class-A lasers satisfy Eq.~11! and operate in
the ‘‘macroscopic’’ regime. In Eq.~7! we may now use
gN /(gn1gN)'1, resulting in

Q2'
gngN

v ro
2 1gngN

. ~14!

The noise behavior is completely determined by the ratio
Eq. ~8!, and hence leavesb as the only parameter. The nois
level drops from the thermal level (Q251) to Q2'0 in a
narrow region of width'b21/2 around M51;Q251/2 at
M'1. The Fano factorF5n0Q211 exhibits a narrow peak
at the same value whereQ251/2, aroundM51, with a
width 'b21/2, and a peak value

Fmax'~4b!21/2 at M'1. ~15!

FIG. 3. Overview of the different regimes for the fluctuatio
threshold, in terms ofb andL5Gc /g i . The solid lines correspond
to inequalities~11! and ~13!, respectively.
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Typical shapes of bothQ2 andF in this regime are indicated
in Fig. 4~a!–~d!. These were calculated using Eq.~7!.

In the mesoscopic regime, there is a narrow region ab
M51 where the atomic damping is still smaller than t
photonic damping. The pointgN5gn is reached forn0'L,
i.e., for n0 in the rangeb21/2,n0,b21 @as can be directly
verified using Eqs.~9! and ~12!#. According to Eq.~7!, Q2
will only deviate significantly from the thermal value 1 whe
gN*gn , i.e., whenn0*L. Since this impliesn0.b21/2 and
hence v ro

2 .gngN @see Eq. ~8!#, we may usev ro
2 /(v ro

2

1gngN)'1 in the expression forQ2 in Eq. ~7!, resulting in

Q2'
gn

gN1gn
. ~16!

Thus, in this regime the noise behavior is determined by

FIG. 4. Laser noise threshold behavior in different regimes. T
graphs show typical curves for the reduced factorial momentQ2

and the Fano factorF as a function of pump parameterM, in the
different regimes discussed in the text, see also Fig. 3. Note
changes in horizontal and vertical scales. In these graphsb51025,
while L5Gc /g i is varied:~a!, ~b! L51, ~c!, ~d! L5100, ~e!, ~f!
L5104, ~g!, ~h! L5106. ~a!, ~b!: the conventional laser nois
threshold.~c! and~d!: approach to the ‘‘mesoscopic’’ regime,Q2 is
hardly changed, while the Fano factor is already significantly mo
fied. ~e! and ~f!: the ‘‘mesoscopic’’ regime; the threshold inQ2 is
shifted somewhat, while the Fano factor exhibits a very broad pe
~g! and~h!: ‘‘microscopic’’ regime, where the intensity fluctuation
have effectively become thresholdless: bothQ2 andF have a very
broad shape.
8-4
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LASER WITH THRESHOLDLESS INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 053808
ratio in Eq. ~9!. As a consequence,b is now no longer the
only parameter that describes the noise threshold; the se
parameter isL.

Simple expressions for bothQ2 and F in terms of the
pump parameterM, are now obtained by using the approx
mation n0'(M21)/b. This is justified since the relevan
structure in bothQ2 and F occurs forn0.b21/2, i.e., for
M.1. With this approximation we find thatQ251/2 at M
511Lb, andQ2 drops from the thermal level to zero in
narrow rangeDM5Lb centered around this value. Th
threshold behavior ofQ2 is thus changed as compared to t
‘‘macroscopic’’ case, it has broadened and shifted. In co
parison, the Fano factorF changes much more drastically.
becomes highly asymmetric, rising steeply for pump para
etersM*1, reaching a peak value

Fmax'L at M'11~Lb!1/2, ~17!

and dropping slowly asF'L/M for largerM values. Note
that Fmax no longer coincides withQ251/2 in this regime.
Typical shapes of bothQ2 and F in this regime, calculated
using the full expression~7!, are shown in Figs. 4~e!, 4~f!.

In the microscopic regime the atomic damping rema
smaller than the photonic damping up toM values much
larger than 1. Thus, the laser light fluctuates at the ther
level Q2'1 even for M considerably larger than 1. Th
equality gN5gn is reached only forn0.1/b @see Eqs.~9!
and ~13!#. As in the mesoscopic regime, since we havev ro

2

@gngN in the range of interest, Eq.~16! is an excellent
approximation to Eq.~7!, and the ratio in Eq.~9! determines
the threshold behavior. SincegN*gn is reached only for
bn0.1, Eq. ~9! may be approximated as

gN /gn'bn0
2/L ~18!

in the range of interest. With this approximation one fin
that Q251/2 is reached atn0'(L/b)1/2, i.e., at M'1
1(Lb)1/2*2. In contrast to the mesoscopic regime, b
similar to the microscopic regime, the pointQ251/2 coin-
cides with the pump power where the maximum Fano fac
is reached,

Fmax'~L/4b!1/2 at M'11~Lb!1/2. ~19!

In the microscopic regime bothQ2 andF have a very broad
shape, and there is no longer a well-defined threshold in
intensity fluctuations, see Figs. 4~g! and 4~h!.

As a final remark we emphasize that the transitions
tween these regimes are not abrupt but smooth. For insta
Fig. 4~d! shows that the Fano factor already deviates fr
the conventional, ‘‘macroscopic’’ laser theory before the m
soscopic regime is reached.

B. Including the lower level

To properly describe our experiments on Nd:YVO4 mi-
crochip lasers, we need to extend the laser rate equat
with a dynamic equation for the lower-level population:

ṅ52Gcn1bga~Na2Nb!n1Rsp1 f n , ~20a!
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Ṅa5S2gaNa2bga~Na2Nb!n, ~20b!

Ṅb52gbNb1gaNa1bga~Na2Nb!n, ~20c!

whereRsp5Nabga andNa andNb are the number of upper
and lower-level atoms, respectively, with decay ratesga
([g i) and gb . The quantitiesb,n, and Gc have been de-
fined above. The Langevin noise sourcef n satisfies once
again^ f n(t) f n(t8)&52Rspnd(t2t8).

We will not attempt a full solution to Eqs.~20! here, but
will limit ourselves to the regime (gb@ga) in which the
experiments were performed. Equation~20c! yields for the
steady-state lower-level populationNb,0

Nb,05Na,0

ga~11bn0!

gb1gabn0
. ~21!

Because of the rapid decay rate of the lower level,gb
@ga , Nb,0 is quite small compared toNa,0 . Its effect is
sufficiently small that the steady-state photon numbern0 and
the relaxation oscillation frequencyv ro are basically unaf-
fected. However, the dependence ofNb,0 on n0 leads, via the
gain termbga(Na2Nb)n in Eq. ~20a! to a small ‘‘nonlinear
gain’’ for the photon number, that will be important for th
fluctuations. From semiconductor laser studies it is in f
well-known that such nonlinear gain can be important for
laser dynamics@17,18#.

To calculate the intensity fluctuations, we first adiaba
cally eliminate the dynamics of the lower level, settingṄb
50. This is allowed as long asgb@ga ,v ro , a condition that
is readily satisfied in our experiments. As an aside we n
here that since we deal now once again with only two d
namical variables, the instabilities associated with high
dimensional laser dynamics are still absent@4#.

Linearizing the remaining Eqs.~20a! and~20b! around the
steady-state solution yields coupled linear equations for
fluctuationsdn anddNa nearly identical to Eqs.~3!, except
for one significant modification: the photon damping termgn
in Eq. ~3a! is replaced bygn1gNL , wheregNL is an addi-
tional ‘‘atomic’’ damping term caused by lower-level dy
namics, via the abovementioned nonlinear gain term

gNL5
gaGcbn0

gb
5

v ro
2

gb
. ~22!

The rapid decay rategb of the lower level~compared toga
of the upper level! causes the lower-level population to b
small, but at the same time allows for very rapid dynamics
part of the atomic inversion. The net result is that in t
atomic damping rate the lower-level dynamics may domin
over the upper-level dynamics,gNL@gN even though the
lower-level population is negligible for the steady-state b
havior.

The inclusion ofgNL in Eqs.~3! leads to Eq.~4! with gn
replaced bygn1gNL and withg ro5(gn1gNL1gN)/2. Thus
we arrive at a result analogous to Eq.~6! namely,
8-5
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^dn2&

n0
2

5S gn

gn1gN1gNL
D S 11

gN
2

v ro
2 1@gn1gNL#gN

D , ~23!

which is the central result of this section. The noise thresh
behavior will now generally depend on bothgN andgNL , so
that the description is somewhat more complicated than
of Sec. III A, and the ratio

gNL

gn
5

gabn0~n011!

gb
'

bn0
2ga

gb
~24!

is now a third key quantity, in addition to Eqs.~8! and ~9!.
As parameters, we deal now withb,L, and L8[gb /ga .
Several simplifications are possible, however.

Firstly, it should be noted that around the steady-st
threshold (M'1,n0'b21/2), Eq.~24! yieldsgNL!gn , since
ga!gb . Thus, around the steady-state threshold Eq.~6! is an
excellent approximation to Eq.~23!. This leads to the con
clusion that the ‘‘macroscopic’’ and ‘‘mesoscopic’’ regime
are hardly affected by the damping termgNL associated with
the lower-level dynamics; two parameters are adequate.

Secondly, for the ‘‘microscopic regime’’ the situatio
simplifies whengN is negligible compared togn1gNL for all
relevant pump powers, as is the case in our experiment
that casegNL replaces gN , and we haveQ2'gn /(gn
1gNL). Since the ratio of Eq.~24! is directly analogous to
the approximate expression forgN /gn in the microscopic
regime, Eq.~18!, the behavior ofQ2 andF is directly analo-
gous to the microscopic regime described in Sec. III A@e.g.,
Eq. ~19!# onceL5Gc /g i is replaced byL85gb /ga . Again,
two parameters are adequate.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the experimental results,
tained with the setup of Sec. II, to the theory of Sec. III. W
start by describing the experimental data. Typical exp
mental time traces of the output powerPout and RF spectra
of the intensity noise are shown in Fig. 5. Note how a red
tion of the pump powerPpump changes the laser output from
reasonably stable with well-behaved relaxation oscillatio
Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!, via strongly anharmonic relaxation oscilla
tions, Figs. 5~c!, 5~d!, to highly irregular, Figs. 5~e!, 5~f!.

The output characteristics of the laser are extracted f
these data, and are summarized in Fig. 6, as a functio
normalized pump parameterM5Ppump/Pthr . Figure 6~a!
shows the average output power, converted into units of
tracavity photon number in the lasing moden. The data ex-
hibit a sharp threshold~as the inset shows in more detail!, at
M51(Pthr517.3 mW). This sharpness is as expected, si
b is relatively small.

Figures 6~b! and 6~c! show the photon number fluctua
tions, represented both as the Fano factorF and the reduced
factorial momentQ2. Clearly, the observed behavior of ou
laser deviates significantly from that expected on the basi
conventional laser theory@see Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#. The fluc-
tuations are much stronger, and decrease only very slowl
the pump power is increased, i.e., the intensity fluctuati
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have become thresholdless, as in Figs. 4~g! and 4~h!. The
intensity fluctuations are highly super-Poissonian abo
threshold, the Fano factor reaching a value of almost 105 at
M52, much larger than the peak valueb21/2 ('400 in our
case! at M51, expected for a class-A laser.

The fluctuations are centered around the relaxati
oscillation frequencyv ro , as is characteristic for class-B la
sers. This frequency was extracted as the principal harm
component of the RF spectra, and is plotted in Fig. 6~d!.
Another important parameter is the width~FWHM! of the
principal relaxation-oscillation peak in the RF spectraDv ro .
It is usually a good measure for the damping rate of
relaxation oscillations, and is plotted in Fig. 6~e!.

To quantitatively compare our experimental data to
linearized model we have used the following procedure:
value ofb was determined by fittingn0'(M21)/b to the
data of Fig. 6~a! in the regionM&3, and the value ofGc was
determined by fittingv ro'@g iGc(M21)#1/2 to the data of
Fig. 6~d!, using the separately measured value ofg i . The
resulting fits are shown as solid curves in Figs. 6~a!, 6~d!,
and yield the valuesb5731026 andGc5731010 s21 re-
spectively, in satisfactory agreement with the estimated v
ues of Sec. II. Combining these values with the value
gb51.63109 s21 from Ref. @9#, we obtain the solid curves
for the Fano factorF, for the reduced factorial momentQ2
and for the relaxation-oscillation dampingg ro shown in Figs.
6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~e!. For our laser, the atomic damping
dominated by the lower-level dynamics~sinceGc@gb), and

FIG. 5. Typical experimental time traces~left! and RF spectra
~right, solid curves! of the output of the microchip laser, for differ
ent pump parametersM5Ppump/Pthr . ~a!, ~b!: M56.6; ~c!, ~d!:
M51.9; ~e!, ~f!: M51.03. The RF spectra are normalized to t
average output power, to yield the relative intensity noise~RIN!.
The dashed curves in the spectra are the result of numerical
gration of Eqs.~20!.
8-6
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the point gn'gNL is reached aroundM'11(bgb /g i)
1/2

'2. Clearly, our linearized model describes quantitativ
most features of the experimental data. In Fig. 6, the o
significant discrepancy is in the regionM'2 in Fig. 6~e!,
where the experimentally observed widthDv ro of the
relaxation-oscillation peak deviates from the value of 2g ro
for the linearized theory.

In fact, the agreement between linearized model and
periment is surprising, since the linearization must bre
down in the regime of interest, where the fluctuations in
photon number are comparable to its mean value. The
pearance in the RF spectra of harmonics of the relaxa
oscillation frequency, for instance, can not be described
the linearized equations. Analytical attempts to solve
nonlinearized Eqs.~1! @or Eq.~20!# have met with only mod-
est success@19–21#. We have therefore resorted to numeric
integration of Eqs.~20!, after adiabatic elimination ofNb .

FIG. 6. Threshold characteristics of the slow-inversion laser
a function of pump parameterM5Ppump/Pthr . The experimental
data are given by the solid circles (d), the solid curves are base
on the linearized rate equations; the dashed curves result from
merical integration of Eqs.~20!. ~a! Average intracavity photon
number in the lasing mode, the inset shows the threshold regio
more detail; note that the numerical data are not visible beca
they overlap with the linearized theory.~b! Photon-number fluctua
tions, as parameterized by the reduced factorial momentQ2 and~c!
by the Fano factorF. ~d! Principal relaxation-oscillation frequenc
and~e! width ~FWHM! of the principal relaxation-oscillation peak
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The resulting time traces were transformed into RF spe
by applying a fast Fourier-transform~FFT! algorithm, and
averaging the result for several time traces. Examples of
numerically obtained RF spectra are shown in Fig. 5, and
extracted threshold behavior is summarized in Fig. 6~dashed
curves!. These numerical data reproduce the experime
data to within the experimental error bars. In particular,
find agreement in the strength and shape of the harmonic
the relaxation oscillations, and in the behavior ofDv ro
aroundM52.

The failure of the linearized theory in describing th
width of the relaxation-oscillation peakDv ro is due to the
fact that it does not take into account anharmonicity:
relaxation oscillation period increases for large amplitud
@19#. Because of this, the fluctuating amplitude of the rela
ation oscillations ~see Fig. 5! results in a fluctuating
relaxation-oscillation frequency~decreasing for larger ampli
tudes!, leading to an increased width~beyond that due to
damping! of the principal relaxation-oscillation peak in th
RF spectra. This explains the behavior of the experime
and numericalDv ro aroundM52 in Fig. 6~e!. It also leads
to the slight downward shift in the principal relaxation
oscillation frequency that is visible in the numerical data
Fig. 6~d!, when compared to the curve of the lineariz
theory.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Figure 3 illustrates the key point of the results presen
here: there is a large, and experimentally accessible rang
laser parameters where the conventional, ‘‘macroscop
noise threshold no longer applies. In the ‘‘microscopic’’ r
gime, the intensity noise becomes effectively thresholdle
We emphasize that the distinction between these regime
not identical to the distinction between class-A and clas
lasers. The latter distinction is purely based onL
(5Gc /g i);L,1 for class-A lasers andL.1 for class-B
lasers. Whereas class A lasers always operate in the con
tional, ‘‘macroscopic’’ regime, class-B lasers may operate
any of the three regimes, depending on the value ofb. The
current trend towards smaller laser devices leads to la
with increasedb andL (L increases because typicallyg i is
a material property of the gain medium whileGc increases
with decreasing cavity length!. Thus, this trend will naturally
lead to lasers that have ‘‘mesoscopic’’ or even ‘‘micr
scopic’’ intensity fluctuations.

Our results seem particularly relevant for the ongoing
forts towardsb51, where theaverage intensity becomes
thresholdless. Most of these attempts employ semicondu
class-B lasers@6#, thus we expect the intensity fluctuations
such lasers to first become thresholdless in the manner
scribed here, at values ofb considerably below 1. Indeed
Hofmann and Hess@13,14# argue that conventional semicon
ductor lasers already operate in the ‘‘mesoscopic,’’ or ev
the ‘‘microscopic’’ regime.

The analysis here has concentrated on the regimeb!1,
where a semiclassical treatment suffices. Therefore, str
speaking the extension towardsb51 of the different re-
gimes in Fig. 3 is an extrapolation. The validity of this e
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trapolation will have to be verified by a more rigorous~quan-
tum! theory. In this regard it is interesting that from
numerical treatment of a quantum birth-death model fo
b51 laser withL@1, Rice and Carmichael@5# find scaling
laws that closely resemble our analytical results. T
strongly suggests that the extrapolation of our results
wards b51 is meaningful. For instance, they findFmax
'0.6L1/2 at ^n&'1.6L1/2 @see the discussion of Fig. 8~b! in
Ref. @5#, wherel[L#, directly analogous to our results i
the microscopic regime@see Sec. III A, insertingb51 in Eq.
~19! yields Fmax'0.5L1/2 at n0'M'L1/2#.

Another demonstration of the surprising robustness of
linearized semiclassical treatment has already been poi
out in Sec. IV: the linearized approach should break down
soon as the fluctuations in intensity become comparabl
the average. This is by definition the case whenQ2'1, i.e.,
precisely in the regime of interest. Our experimental a
numerical results show that the predictions of the lineari
treatment can nevertheless be accurate, and certainly ser
a convenient guideline and a powerful analytical tool.

According to Eq.~13!, the ‘‘microscopic’’ regime where
the intensity fluctuations become effectively thresholdles
reached forbL*1. Interestingly, there is a direct connectio
with the common classification scheme in cavity QE
where one comparesg, the atom-field coupling strength (2g
is the vacuum Rabi frequency!, to the intrinsic decay rates o
the system@22#. The above condition implies that 2g@g i ,
as can be easily verified usingb52g2/g ig' @15#, and noting
that we have limited ourselves to the good-cavity regim
g'@Gc . Indeed, from this equation forb we find for our
laserg'105 s21@g i .

In conclusion, we have shown that the intensity fluctu
tions ~second-order coherence! of a sufficiently small slow-
inversion laser become thresholdless in the ‘‘microscop
regime defined by Eq.~13!, where the average intensity ca
still show a sharp threshold. It would be highly interesting
study also the first-order coherence, and we are curre
working along that line.
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APPENDIX: INFLUENCE OF INVERSION NOISE

Here, we discuss in some more detail the influence
inversion noise. Including a noise sourcef N(t) in Eq. ~1b!
leads to the appearance off N in Eq. ~3b!. Fourier transform-
ing and inverting the resulting matrix equation yields

dn~v!5
~gN2 iv! f n~v!2g ib~n011! f N~v!

v ro
2 1gngN2v222ivg ro

. ~A1!

The key point is now that the denominator in Eq.~A1!
causesdn to be resonantly enhanced around the relaxat
oscillation frequencyv'v ro@g i . At that frequency the
photon noise sourcef n shows up indn with a much larger
prefactor ('v ro) than the inversion noisef N ~note thatbn0
is of order unity or smaller!. For instance, for a Poissonia
pump source, one haŝf N(t) f N(t8)&52g iNd(t2t8) @15#,
and it can be readily shown that the contribution off n to the
spectral densitŷdn2(v)&, is L(@1) times larger than the
contribution of f N .

Equation ~A1! also shows that for frequency-resolve
measurements at low frequenciesv'g i the pump noise
could be important. In fact, Hofmann and Hess@14# argue
that at these frequencies a slow-inversion laser will disp
amplitude squeezing below the shot-noise limit for a su
ciently regular pump source.

We now address thetechnicalpump noise. Fluctuations in
the pump-beam intensity enter via the pump rateS, and thus
contribute to the inversion noise sourcef N . Denoting the
bandwidth of the pump-intensity noise bygpump, and its
relative root-mean-square value byR<1, the contribution to
the spectral density off N is R2S2/gpump ~for frequenciesv
,gpump). The impact of the pump noise at the relaxati
oscillation frequency can now easily be estimated by ass
ing ~as a worst-case scenario! that the pump noise bandwidt
extends up to or beyond the relaxation oscillation freque
v ro . In this case, the technical pump noise contribution
^dn2(v ro)& compared to the contribution of thev f n term is
R2M2g i/2bgpump. This ratio is much smaller than 1 for ou
experiment~as mentioned in Sec. II we haveR'1023), jus-
tifying our assumption that the technical pump noise may
neglected. For completeness we note that the technical p
noise mainly occurs at low frequencies (!v ro), so that the
above in fact greatly overestimates the impact of the tech
cal pump noise.

At low frequencies (v&g i), the pump noise contribution
should be compared togNf n . The relative contribution of the
technical pump noise to the spectral density ofdn is now
'R2Gcn0/2gpump. As a result, at these frequencies the tec
nical noise pump noise dominates in our experiment, and
predicted possibility of squeezing@14# will not be visible.
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